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Window shades are becoming increasingly popular among the home owners. For newly constructed
homes or while renovating the older ones, home owners are choosing window shades in place of
curtains. While one cannot negate the fact that curtains do add grandeur to the house, it is also true
that it requires a lot of maintenance and also takes up a lot of space. In fact, curtains can be a
problem for homes that are smaller in size, for the simple reason that they will end up making the
house look smaller and cluttered. Shades can overcome the problems that are typical of curtains.
They are neater, more compact and can make even small rooms appear large and airy. It is difficult
for a room to look cluttered when it has shades for window covering.

Shades however, can come in many different forms and the home owners must value their option
before purchasing the same. The first thing that the prospective buyers should keep in mind is the
fact that all shades will offer the basic utility of blocking light and visibility from outside the house.
The difference lies in how it is done. Take for instance, one form of window shade that is known as
top down bottom up shades, is very unlike the rest. This shade is unique for the reason that it can
be pulled open from both the top side and the bottom. The users will have the option of pulling down
the top half while leaving the bottom covered, and vice versa. Thus, it becomes handy when a
person wants to allow light inside while blocking visibility to a certain extent. Users usually install it in
their study rooms, kitchens etc. These shades like the rest, is made of materials like fabric, natural
or, artificial fibers.

Roman shades are the second option that home owners can avail. Home owners can use this
shade for their homes if they are keen on adding a touch of elegance and style to they dÃ©cor. It is
necessary to know that roman shades are not like the ordinary readymade shades that are available
in any and every store selling household items. These shades are usually made of luxurious and
expensive natural materials like different kinds of fabric, bamboo etc. Their price is also much higher
than the ordinary shades. These are not very easily available also. Not all stores keep a stock of
these one of a kind shades. Not only are they effective in blocking light and maintaining room
temperature, they are also capable of providing instant glamour to the house. This is an amazing
combination of simplicity and elegance. With the option of custom designing, these shades find
preference with home owners who want the dÃ©cor of their homes to be completely different from that
of the rest. Besides top down bottom up shades and the roman shades, people can choose solar
shades as well. Whatever be the choice of shades, one should be convinced that maintaining and
installing window shades is far easier and is more suitable for a city life.
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